SAINT ELIZABETH SETON
PARISH
MARRIAGE HANDBOOK

FAITH COMMUNITY OF ST. ELIZABETH SETON

Dear Couples,
For Catholics, sacraments are signs founded in Christ that give us life. Matrimony is a sacrament whose signs are love, covenant, and life together. In
none of the seven sacraments in the Catholic Church is the sign more physically imposing than in matrimony, since love, contract and life together
have the human body as the place where the sacrament is celebrated.
Man and woman, bride and groom, husband and wife are the celebrants
of this sacrament in a rite that only begins the day marriage vows are pronounced. The celebration of the sacrament lasts until death, and even then,
surely, is only interrupted to endure forever in life after life, if there has
been love between husband and wife.
This idealistic profile of marriage has to be presented to you and accepted
as the condition of the value of your marriage vows, irrespective of whatever “everyone else is doing.” It will take some effort to cope with the
brainwashing done in contemporary society in the name of liberation and
fulfillment of the individual person. To prepare for marriage, you must
come to terms with certain fundamental Catholic teachings. The human
body is the place where salvation does or does not happen; it is, therefore,
to be enjoyed, but also respected, in every act, sexual or other. Continuity
of the family is an essential feature of the marriage commitment, not an
option. Preparation of an elaborate marriage reception is no more the most
important part of the celebration than is risk-free abundance of material
possessions the most significant guarantee of a happy life together.
The requirements for preparation of a Catholic marriage ceremony are
straightforward means to assure legalities and to temper the haste of the
impetuous. May God reward you for your cooperation with the clergy of St.
Elizabeth Seton Parish as we prepare with you this sacred and most happy
moment of your life.
Yours in Christ,
Rev. Joseph A. Prince, Pastor

Rev Joseph Prince, Pastor

WHO MAY MARRY AT ST. ELIZABETH SETON PARISH
The usual conditions of eligibility for Catholic marriage must be observed. If either bride or groomto-be is a Catholic, and a registered member of St.
Elizabeth Seton Parish, or if the parents of the bride
or groom are registered members of St. Elizabeth
Seton Parish, the wedding mass/ceremony may be
celebrated here at SES. In other words, in terms of
church determination, the wedding may be celebrated in the church of either Catholic, bride or groom.
Our present parish policy is that those that are not registered in SES parish
will not be allowed to have their wedding in our church, unless there are
good reasons given for an exception to the policy. If the pastor grants an
exception, then one must obtain the permission of the pastor of the parish of
which the Catholic party is a registered member.
PLANNING THE WEDDING
Arrangements for marriage are to be made by the couple themselves. Parents or other interested parties may make the first contact with us if the
party or parties live out of town. All subsequent negotiations are with the
couple only. The couple is required to communicate personally with one
of the parish clergy, priest or deacon, before any date is finalized or other
arrangements made. Normally notification for marriage at St. Elizabeth
Seton Parish is to be given at least six months in advance.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
Most rules allow exceptions. With regard to the notice of six months required for marriage, if there are special circumstances involved, apart from
the mere haste of the couple, or their mere convenience, these should be
brought to the attention of the priest or deacon as soon as possible, by the
couple, not by parents or other interested parties.
There are, in addition, cases that require special collaboration with the
norms of the Diocese of Bridgeport. These cases include premarital pregnancy, a previous marriage contract, or being underage.
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SCHEDULING THE WEDDING
Times for wedding mass/ceremony are determined by the parish schedule.
No weddings are permitted on holy days or holidays. Weddings are discouraged during Advent and Lent due to the penitential nature of the seasons.
Otherwise, weddings may be scheduled any day of the year except Sunday.
Weddings may be scheduled as follows: Friday Evening weddings are allowed. Saturday, the parish will not allow any weddings
to be scheduled before 10:30 a.m., in the
event of a funeral mass. No weddings are
scheduled later than 2:00 p.m. on Saturdays
due to confessions and vigil mass.

MARRIAGE PREPARATION PROGRAM
The Diocese of Bridgeport organizes monthly “Marriage Preparation Programs” and every couple preparing for marriage is expected to attend the
two sessions. Please go to the diocesan website www.bridgeportdiocese.
com and register for this Program. Please take this program as early as possible. Schedule it as you would all the other aspects of your wedding that
you deem important.
If one or both of the couples live elsewhere, and the wedding is to be celebrated here at SES, certification has to be provided of one’s having completed the “Marriage Preparation Program” required by the diocese of one’s
residence.
The focus of the “Marriage Preparation Program” is communication skills
and married life as a vocation, both human and religious. The couple is
expected to include such an instruction as an essential feature of the preparation of their marriage.
PAPER WORK
Marriage involves a public contract in the eyes of both the Church and the
State. Certain documentation is therefore required.
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1. Copy of the Certificate of Baptism: For Catholics, a newly issued Baptismal certificate, no older than six months at the time it is presented to the priest
or deacon, is required. This means that a venerable certificate, kept among
family documents possibly from the day of Baptism itself, will not be sufficient.
It is certainly desirable that the Catholic party also present documentation
of First Communion and Confirmation, though Confirmation is no longer a
requirement for sacramental marriage.
Non-Catholic Christians: They should present certification of Baptism.
There is no such time-limit as that placed on the baptismal certificate of the
Catholic party.
Pre-Matrimonial Investigation (PMI): This is an affidavit signed by both
parties to the marriage, giving basic information for Church records about
the eligibility of both parties, as well as about their awareness and acceptance of the Catholic understanding of marriage. It is done with the priest or
deacon after the couple has attended the “Marriage Preparation Program.”
Dispensations: They are required for the marriage of a Catholic to a nonCatholic, whether the non-Catholic is Christian or not. To receive a dispensation for marriage to a non-Catholic, the Catholic party must pledge to do
all he or she is capable of, while respecting the convictions of the partner,
to ensure the Baptism and Catholic upbringing of children. No pledge is
required of the non-Catholic.
Civil Requirement: A marriage license is to be obtained from the Town of
Ridgefield, not from the town where either party resides. Without the license,
the priest or deacon is obligated not to proceed with the wedding, for as he
is the chief witness of the Church to the vows of the bride and groom, so he
also functions as civil servant witnessing a marriage contract of public record.
The marriage license issued by the Town of Ridgefield is valid for sixty days.
2. Marriage Records: They are kept in the Church archives and in the office of the Town Clerk. A Church marriage certificate can be obtained after the
wedding from the parish office if requested. A notarized copy of your marriage
license can be obtained from the Town Hall a few days after the wedding, once
the priest or deacon has forwarded the signed marriage license to the Town Hall.
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BANNS OF MARRIAGE
This is an old-fashioned way of publicizing a marriage. The names of the
bride and groom are published in the parish bulletin the three weekends
before their marriage. If the couple wishes that no banns be published, the
pastor may dispense from them.
WHO MAY WITNESS YOUR MARRIAGE
Since, in the sacrament of matrimony the bride and the groom are themselves the celebrants, the priest or deacon is the principal witness of the
Church. Couples are invited to ask any of the clergy of the parish to officiate at their wedding mass/ceremony. The pastor requests a meeting with
the couple during the time of their preparation for marriage to make their
acquaintance and wish them well.
Priests or deacons elsewhere, friends or relatives of the bride or groom, are
welcome to officiate at weddings here at SES, with a few stipulations. First,
they are asked to be here for the wedding rehearsal, for obvious reasons.
Second, if priests or deacons are of the Diocese of Bridgeport, or anywhere
within reasonably close range, they are also asked to come to the parish
to do the paper work with the couple. Finally, all priests and deacons are
asked to officiate at weddings in accordance with the ritual prescriptions of
the Diocese of Bridgeport as they are implemented here at SES. The wish
of a couple to have a priest or deacon from outside the parish officiate at
their wedding should be communicated to the pastor of St. Elizabeth Seton
Parish early in the preparations.
The best man and the maid/matron of honor are the principal lay witnesses
to marriage vows. Since the principal witness of the Church is the officiating priest or deacon, or in some interfaith weddings, the non-Catholic clergyman, the best man and the maid/matron of honor need not be Catholic;
they need not even be Christian. However, at the wedding of two Catholics,
it is hoped that they be Catholics as well.
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PLANNING THE CEREMONY
The priest or deacon helping you to prepare your marriage will also help
you plan the wedding mass/ceremony. Ample time should be set aside for
this important event. As the wedding date approaches, it is understandable
that the social features of the celebration tend to predominate. It is advisable
to do such things as envisioning a beautiful wedding mass/ceremony early
enough to do them without haste.
A booklet that is now something of a classic, “Together for Life,” will be
given to both the bride and groom to facilitate knowledge and choice of a
wide range of Scripture readings and prayers. All the readings are taken
from the Bible, not from any other books or writers. The couple is required
to use one of the formulae of the wedding vows as prescribed in the ‘Rite of
Marriage’. They are not permitted to write their own vows.
Individualization of the ceremony is desirable, like the wedding candle ritual, or writing of the petitions for the General Intercessions. These should
be discussed in advance with the priest or deacon.
EUCHARISTIC MINISTERS AND ALTAR SERVERS
If there are any Special Ministers of the Eucharist from SES among your
guests, you are most welcome to ask them to assist at the mass; it is the
same with the altar servers. Please inform the priest or the deacon in advance about this matter.
MUSIC AT WEDDING MASS/CEREMONY
Music is an important part of your wedding mass/ceremony. Music should
be chosen not for its popular appeal or romantic impact, but for its appropriateness in a religious context.
The couple needs to call the Music Director as
soon as the wedding date is set. A meeting to plan
the music for the wedding mass/ceremony can be
made a time convenient for the couple and Music Director. Discussion of music details is better
done in person than via telephone.
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Music (cont.)
Soloists (from SES) and other instrumentalists may be employed, but always in consultation with our own Music Director. Guest soloists and instrumentalists are advised to have a rehearsal with the Music Director. Recorded, or “canned” music is not allowed.
If an organist other than the parish organist is to be employed, the usual
stipend of the parish organist is also to be paid. The stipend for the organist
is set by the parish Music Director. To avoid confusion this stipend for
all musicians is payable in advance of the wedding mass/ceremony. The
organist will not be at the wedding rehearsal, unless the couple has made
arrangement with the organist when they meet the organist to plan the wedding mass/ceremony.
THE WEDDING GUESTS
Though some of the guests at your wedding are not Catholic, it is taken for
granted that all will be respectful of the spirit of a Catholic wedding mass/
ceremony. Children may be part of the wedding party, as ring-bearers or
flower girls. It is recommended that they be of sufficient maturity not to
distract attention from the principals, that is, the bride and groom.
INTERFAITH WEDDINGS
Non-Catholic clergy are welcome to attend weddings here at SES, as well
as to participate in an ‘Interfaith’ ceremony. If an Interfaith wedding is desired, that is, a wedding in which a non-Catholic clergyman would take an
active part, it can be arranged.
In some cases the couple may wish to have a dispensation from “Form”(Catholic ceremony) of a Catholic marriage. In that case, the priest or deacon may
take part in a wedding ceremony in a non-Catholic
place of worship, with the non-Catholic clergyman
as the principal celebrant and the priest or deacon as
associate.
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In the Diocese of Bridgeport, a wedding ceremony between two Catholic
parties is not permitted to take place outside the parish church. Since the
wedding ritual is a religious service, it takes place most appropriately in a
place of worship.
WEDDING REHEARSAL
The wedding rehearsal is scheduled at a time convenient for the couple,
their attendants and family. All involved in the wedding mass/ceremony are
asked to be present on time. This request applies as well to guest-readers,
particularly if they have had little or no experience in public speaking.
We encourage the couple to celebrate the sacrament of Reconciliation (Confession) prior to the wedding rehearsal.
DEPORTMENT
The custom in the Roman Catholic Church, apart from response and singing during worship, is to maintain reverence and respect in church and to
allow everyone attending the service to pray and meditate without chatting
or socializing. Ushers should do their best to encourage observance of this
important tradition. From time to time the priest or deacon may feel obligated to remind the attendees to be careful to refrain from loud conversation
in church.
The bridal party itself is asked to maintain an attitude of reverence and respect during the wedding mass/ceremony.
There should be no smoking, and no consumption of alcoholic beverages,
champagne, beer, and the like, on the church premises, either before or after
the wedding mass/ceremony.
LENGTH OF THE WEDDING MASS/CEREMONY
A fact of concern to many brides and grooms is the length of the wedding
mass/ceremony. The ceremony as such, celebrated outside the Eucharist
(mass), but including readings and homily, normally takes no more than 45
minutes. The wedding mass (with Eucharist) should take at least an hour.
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Length of Wedding (cont.)
The notion of being fashionably late poses a problem. There is no reason
why a wedding should not begin promptly at the scheduled hour. Besides
taking rude advantage of all assembled for the celebration, the tardy bride
or groom adds unnecessarily to the length of the wedding mass/ceremony.
A cautionary word should be added about the length of the musical program, because a lengthy music program does make the wedding mass/ceremony longer.
FLORISTS AND FLOWERS
You are welcome to hire your own florists or you can avail yourself of the
services of our parish decoration committee, which will cut your expenses
considerably. If there is another wedding scheduled on the same day, the
couple may want to consult with the other couple to share the cost of the
flowers.
You are welcome to take the floral arrangements with you to the reception
if you choose. The parish would appreciate having the floral arrangements
in your honor for the Sunday worship. Please let us know your decision in
advance.
Florists from outside should be informed that
no adhesive tape or substance is to be used on
the pews, since in a short time such use would
destroy the finish of the wood. Please ask the
florists to use rubber bands or plastic clips for
the bows in the pews.
PHOTOGRAPERS AND VIDEOGRAPHERS
It is desirable, surely, to have a good pictorial record of this great occasion.
Without taking the drastic measure of excluding all photographers and videographers from the wedding mass/ceremony (as it is normally enforced
in non-Catholic churches), a few measures have to be taken to prevent the
wedding ritual’s becoming a theatrical production or “media event”.
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1. Please make sure the photographers and videographers understand
that the wedding mass/ceremony is a religious one, and a proper decorum is strictly observed.
2. No photographer or videographer is allowed in the sanctuary at any
time during the wedding mass/ceremony.
3. No photographer or videographer should work in close proximity to the
couple, let alone stand between the couple and the priest or deacon.
4. It is very important that the photographer and the videographer
meet with the priest or deacon before the mass/ceremony begins to
discuss the protocol at SES.
5. Please be aware, a priest or deacon will intervene during the mass/
ceremony if they fail to follow the protocol.
Depending upon the worship-schedule at SES on the wedding date, the party may have the opportunity to reassemble in the church for picture-taking
after the wedding mass/ceremony.
CLERGY FEES
In the Diocese of Bridgeport, for registered parishioners and their children,
there is no fee for the celebration of the sacrament of Matrimony (for any
sacrament), nor is there a stipend for the services of a priest or deacon.
However, considering the costly productions weddings have become, there
is no reason for not making an offering that is commensurate with other
features of wedding expenses.
THROWING FLOWERS, CONFETTI, RICE, BIRDSEED, ETC.
Since there is no week-end janitorial service at SES, there should be no
throwing of flower-petals in church by the flower-girls; confetti, rice or
birdseed or whatever else might litter the inside or outside of the church.
Beside the unsightliness, rice and birdseed pose a menace underfoot to the
worshippers.
Recently, bubbles have come into vogue, being released by the guests or
other attendants when the bride and groom come out of the church. Bubbles
float away, so they pose no maintenance problem. Enjoy!
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RESOURCES
Priests - Rev. Joseph A. Prince (203) 438-7292
Rev. Michael P. Lyons (203) 438-7292
Deacon - Rober Morris (203) 744-2740, bobmorris6@hotmail.com
Music Director – Catherine Larson (203) 426-6948, larsonc@charter.net
Cantors – Rick Hodder – (203) 743-4899, rickhodder@msn.com
Marianne Patterson - (203) 797-0795, pattersonrm@earthlink.net
Suggested Music List can be found at www.sesparish.org
Parish Decorating Committee Chair – Sherry Mulligan - (203) 431-1252
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